
1. Introduction
Water vapor and latent heat flux (LE) in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) play critical roles in atmospheric 
dynamics, the hydrological cycle, radiation balance, and conversion of latent heat (Garratt, 1994; Hu et al., 2023; 

Abstract The water vapor transport associated with latent heat flux (LE) in the planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) is critical for the atmospheric hydrological cycle, radiation balance, and cloud formation. 
The spatiotemporal variability of LE and water vapor mixing ratio (rv) are poorly understood due to the 
scale-dependent and nonlinear atmospheric transport responses to land surface heterogeneity. Here, airborne 
in situ measurements with the wavelet technique are utilized to investigate scale-dependent relationships 
among LE, vertical velocity (w) variance (�2

� ), and rv variance (�2
H2O ) over a heterogeneous surface during the 

Chequamegon Heterogeneous Ecosystem Energy-balance Study Enabled by a High-density Extensive Array of 
Detectors 2019 (CHEESEHEAD19) field campaign. Our findings reveal distinct scale distributions of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , 
and �2

H2O at 100 m height, with a majority scale range of 120 m–4 km in LE, 32 m–2 km in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 200 m–8 km 
in �2

H2O . The scales are classified into three scale ranges, the turbulent scale (8–200 m), large-eddy scale 
(200 m–2 km), and mesoscale (2–8 km) to evaluate scale-resolved LE contributed by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . The large-

eddy scale in PBL contributes over 70% of the monthly mean total LE with equal parts (50%) of contributions 
from 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 and �2
H2O . The monthly temporal variations mainly come from the first two major contributing 

classified scales in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and �2
H2O . These results confirm the dominant role of the large-eddy scale in the 

PBL in the vertical moisture transport from the surface to the PBL, while the mesoscale is shown to contribute 
an additional ∼20%. This analysis complements published scale-dependent LE variations, which lack detailed 
scale-dependent vertical velocity and moisture information.

Plain Language Summary The vertical water vapor transport in the planetary boundary layer 
(PBL), and the associated latent heat flux (LE), are critical for the atmospheric hydrological cycle, radiation 
balance, and cloud formation. However, the vertical moisture transport varies nonlinearly at multiple scales due 
to the land surface heterogeneity across multiple properties. This study investigates the scale-resolved impact of 
water vapor and vertical velocity on LE, using data collected aboard an atmospheric research aircraft flying low 
above the surface in summer over northern Wisconsin during the CHEESEHEAD19 campaign. This study finds 
that LE and water vapor variance is largest at the large-eddy scale in PBL and at the mesoscale. In contrast, 
vertical velocity variance is primarily present in turbulent and large-eddy scales in PBL. This study confirms 
the significant role of the large-eddy scale in PBL in contributing to the majority of the vertical moisture 
transport from the surface to the PBL top. These findings provide better insight into the factors influencing LE 
at different scales.
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the surface to the Planetary Boundary 
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Kiemle et al., 2007; Linné et al., 2006; Pielke et al., 2003; Stevens & Bony, 2013; Stull, 2015). Relevant processes 
include surface evapotranspiration, transport and diffusion through the PBL, and cloud formation and dissipation 
(Betts, 1982; LeMone et al., 2019). The PBL, where the mixing process by turbulent eddies at different scales 
plays a critical role, transports water vapor from the surface to the free atmosphere. LE in the PBL originates from 
the surface via evapotranspiration, modulated by the entrainment of air in the free troposphere, and PBL circula-
tion and evolution (Linné et al., 2006). However, the land surface heterogeneity across multiple properties drives 
spatial variability of the vertical transport at various scales in a nonlinear fashion (Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; 
Platis et al., 2017; Raupach & Finnigan, 1995). Depending on the relative magnitude of the surface and entrain-
ment fluxes, the idealized water vapor flux profile within the well-mixed convective boundary layer (CBL) 
either decreases or increases with height, in a linear fashion (Stull, 1988). Bange et al. (2002), investigated heat 
fluxes using airborne flux measurements in the CBL, finding linear profiles of sensible heat flux but not LE. 
Water vapor and LE measurements are crucial to understanding water vapor transport and its variability in PBL. 
Although the importance of water vapor is well recognized, its spatial and temporal variability is still poorly 
characterized by observations, making model validation difficult (Bou-Zeid et al., 2020; Butterworth et al., 2021; 
Eder et  al., 2015; Linné et  al., 2006; Mauder et  al., 2020; Metzger et  al., 2021; Wolf et  al., 2017). Accurate 
accounting of land-atmosphere interactions is critical for improving the performance of numerical weather and 
climate prediction models (Pielke et al., 1997).

Water vapor variability on scales has a significant impact on cloud and precipitation development, but it has 
not yet been fully understood and characterized comparable to the finest resolutions of climate and weather 
models due to the atmospheric responses from energy balance on land surface heterogeneity (Fischer et al., 2013; 
Sherwood et al., 2010; H. Wang et al., 2010). The land surface is usually heterogeneous over a wide range of 
spatial scales due to variability in (among other parameters) vegetation, terrain, soil texture and wetness, cloud 
cover, and urban areas (Desai et al., 2005; Desai, Paleri, et al., 2022; Mahrt, 2000). However, measurements 
at a single location, such as eddy correlation flux towers, are often used to represent the properties of a larger 
region. Individual point sensors may not be representative in complex terrain or in varied vegetation (Bou-Zeid 
et al., 2020; Butterworth et al., 2021; Mauder et al., 2020).

While most horizontal humidity transport occurs through advection on large scales and is well resolved in atmos-
pheric models, vertical transport is dominated by turbulence on sub-grid scales and must be parameterized (Kiemle 
et al., 2007). The vertical transport of water vapor generated by surface forcings from the heterogeneous land surface 
at multiple scales leads to the scale-dependent atmospheric variability (Avissar & Schmidt, 1998). Water vapor trans-
port is a complex natural multiscale process that requires scale-based parameterizations because it is hard to resolve 
all the relevant spatial information directly in numerical simulations or through observations (Pressel et al., 2014). 
The lack of understanding of the small-scale dynamics of water vapor throughout the PBL leads to strong limita-
tions in predicting localized phenomena in weather models (Couvreux et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2008, 2011; Steinfeld 
et al., 2007). As such, the multiscale nature of water vapor has continued to defy a generalized approach or theory 
for “characterizing” its impact on the PBL (Mahrt, 2000). Heat and moisture exchange measurements between the 
land surface and the atmosphere are critical to understanding the causes of variability in the PBL.

The eddy covariance (EC) technique is widely used to estimate the energy exchange between the surface and the 
atmosphere at a single location: water vapor fluxes are estimated from the covariance of the water vapor and verti-
cal velocity fluctuations (Aubinet et al., 2012). The water vapor flux (g kg −1 m s −1) is the covariance of w (m s −1) 
and rv (g kg −1). This flux translates into the LE (W m −2) by multiplying the air density and the latent heat of water 
vaporization. The LE is a valuable tool for monitoring changes in local sources and sinks of water vapor subjected 
to local influences at a fixed station over an extended period. The EC technique suffers from certain limitations in 
covering the full spectrum of the atmospheric transport (Finnigan et al., 2003; Mauder et al., 2007). The assump-
tion of stationary and horizontal homogeneity to calculate turbulent fluxes in the EC technique can complicate 
sampling flux contribution from the low frequencies. A sufficiently long averaging interval is required to mini-
mize the spectral loss in the low-frequency part. Non-local mesoscale eddies might either be geographically fixed 
to a surface heterogeneity or slowly moving in weak wind conditions (Mahrt, 1998). Traditional EC calculation 
approaches are usually inadequate for capturing mesoscale features associated with the surface heterogeneity 
(Butterworth et al., 2021; Charuchittipan et al., 2014; Foken et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2016).

The mesoscale forcing is not adequately resolved by traditional EC measurement due to short averaging times, 
surface heterogeneity, PBL circulation, and lack of closure in the energy budget (Butterworth et  al.,  2021; 
Charuchittipan et al., 2014; Foken et al., 2011; Mahrt, 2010; Mauder et al., 2006; X.-M. Sun et al., 2006). Hence 
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the expected value from a single-tower measurement tends to systematically underestimate the surface heat 
flux. Compared to shortcomings in conventional EC measurements, large eddy simulation (LES) studies can 
advance the understanding of scale-dependent physical processes in fluxes that EC tower measurements cannot 
resolve. Margairaz et al. (2020) investigated organized PBL circulations over the heterogeneous surface over a 
broad range of atmospheric stability conditions in LES. Couvreux et al. (2005) used airborne measurements and 
LES to investigate rv variability in the PBL at the large-eddy scale and sub-mesoscale (a few kilometers) in the 
CBL. The vertical transport associated with the large eddy to mesoscale circulations could be missed by single 
tower-based measurements, and it can be overestimated if the tower happens to be located near mesoscale bound-
aries (Charuchittipan et al., 2014; Helbig et al., 2021; Mahrt, 2010).

Airborne measurements offer the advantage of sampling spatial variability compared to ground-based in situ 
tower measurements (Desjardins et al., 1995). Aircraft can cover mesoscale eddies during one flight, making it 
favorable for investigating atmospheric mesoscale motions, while ground-based towers passively detect eddies 
with scales calculated by the mean wind (Mauder et al., 2007). The ground-based towers usually need 30-min 
flux-averaging periods to capture low-frequency contributions to the fluxes (Aubinet et al., 2012; Charuchittipan 
et al., 2014; X.-M. Sun et al., 2006). Spatial sampling coverage from micro-γ scale (<20 m) to meso-β scale (up 
to 200 km) can be provided by high-frequency instruments aboard an aircraft flying in the surface layer (the scale 
classification is based on Orlanski (1975), Mauder et al. (2007), and Paleri et al. (2022)). Recent projects with 
airborne flux measurements include the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS, Sellers et al., 1995), the 
Northern Hemisphere Climate Processes Land-Surface Experiment (NOPEX, Halldin et al., 1999), the Linden-
berg Inhomogeneous Terrain—Fluxes between Atmosphere and Surface: a Long-term Study (LITFASS-98, 
Beyrich et al., 2002) and LITFASS-2003 (Beyrich & Mengelkamp, 2006), MAtter fluxes in Grasslands of Inner 
Mongolia as influenced by stocking rate (MAGIM, Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2011), and ScaleX (Wolf et al., 2017).

The airborne estimation of LE is based on the combination of water vapor with vertical velocity measurements 
using the EC technique (Linné et al., 2006) and wavelet technique (Mauder et al., 2007; Metzger et al., 2013; 
Paleri et al., 2022). The EC technique has its limitations and can only be applied to stationary data. Therefore, 
quality control and assessment are necessary to validate the theoretical assumptions. For example, a stationarity 
test should be performed on the EC technique for the calculated LE from the airborne measurements (Foken 
et al., 2004; Y. Sun et al., 2023). However, the wavelet technique can be used to analyze nonstationary data with 
contributions from different frequencies, especially airborne measurements that span non-homogenous regions 
(Desjardins et al., 1995; Mauder et al., 2007; Paleri et al., 2022; Torrence & Compo, 1998). Mauder et al. (2007) 
found that the differences in LE estimations between the EC and wavelet techniques are less than 2%. Differences 
between aircraft and tower-based estimates of water vapor fluxes are often much larger (Desjardins et al., 1997). 
Aircraft can serve as extended observation platforms for the scaling up from local (tower-based) to regional esti-
mates of surface-atmosphere energy exchange (Butterworth et al., 2021; Metzger et al., 2021). Although airborne 
measurements have limitations in sampling duration, frequency, and distance due to operational considerations 
and high costs (Desjardins et al., 1997; Mauder et al., 2007), the wavelet-based analysis of airborne turbulence 
data is particularly suited to characterize the water vapor and LE variability in a targeted field experiment.

The present study characterizes the scale-dependence of LE, vertical velocity variance (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 ), and water vapor vari-
ance (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 ) at the 100 m above ground level (AGL) flight level in the Chequamegon Heterogeneous Ecosystem 

Energy-Balance Study Enabled by a High-Density Extensive Array of Detectors 2019 (CHEESEHEAD19) field 
campaign (Butterworth et al., 2021). The objective is to investigate the spatial-dominant scale of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 

in the lower PBL and how 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 impact LE variability on diurnal to seasonal scales. Our study examines 

three hypotheses involving scaled-dependent LE as measured within the PBL during the daytime, based on the 
literature discussed above:

•  Hypothesis 1: The spectral characteristics of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 are different.

•  Hypothesis 2: 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 generated by the surface is concentrated across scales less than the PBL height, which is 
normally below 2 km.

•  Hypothesis 3: The scale-dependent 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 includes the contributions of the entrainment of dry air from the free 

troposphere, and PBL circulation and evolution, which are in large-eddy scale in PBL and even mesoscale.

Ultimately, by contrasting the contributing spatial scales of the LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , this study leads to a more 

accurate quantitative assessment of spatially localized contributions from all the relevant transport scales. 
Section 2 introduces the CHEESEHEAD19 field campaign and reviews the data collection methods, data sets, 
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and instruments. The temporal and spatial variability of LE and how 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 impact are detailed in Section 3, 

while discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Experimental Procedure

The CHEESEHEAD19 was an intensive field campaign supported by the National Science Foundation in the 
Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest of Wisconsin from June to October 2019 (Butterworth et al., 2021). The 
experiment intensively sampled land–surface properties and the PBL responses to surface properties across a 
heterogeneous mid-latitude forested landscape. The land cover within the CHEESEHEAD19 domain is domi-
nated by conifers, deciduous forest, mixed forest, wetlands, and open water, according to the National Land Cover 
Database (NLCD) 2019 land cover (Figure 1, Dewitz & U.S. Geological Survey, 2021). The canopy heights range 
from 0 to 35 m, leading to a horizontally heterogeneous surface. This forest, with diverse surface properties vary-
ing at multiple scales, was selected to address a crucial gap in our current understanding of surface atmospheric 
exchanges over a heterogeneous flat land surface (Bou-Zeid et al., 2020).

The CHEESEHEAD field campaign deployed a suite of observing platforms over a core 10 × 10 km 2 domain 
(the red dashed domain in Figure 1a) and a 30 × 30 km extended domain for airborne measurements. The study 
domain was partly chosen due to the history of atmospheric science research in the region (Davis et al., 2003; 
Desai, Murphy, et al., 2022). The EC tower network consisted of 17 flux towers from the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR)—Integrated Surface Flux Station (ISFS) network (colored circles in Figure 1), 
two additional contributed towers in grassland and a lake, and the Department of Energy Ameriflux regional 
tall tower (US Pfa/WLEF; the star in Figure 1) (Desai, 2023). A majority of the ISFS sites had flux instruments 
mounted at 33 m AGL for forests while instruments for wetland, grass, and lake sites were mounted between 1 
and 3 m AGL to maintain consistent sampling within homogenous flux footprints (Oncley, 2021). The US PFa 
tower has sampled greenhouse gas profiles, meteorological data, and EC flux measurements (energy, carbon, 
momentum) at 30, 122, and 396 m AGL since 1995 (Berger et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2003). The fluxes were 
simultaneously measured at 17 points with tower-based systems and short periods with airborne measurements 
during Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs) (referred to as IOPs henceforth). Thus, the temporal and spatial char-
acteristics of ground-based and airborne measurements complemented each other to evaluate land-atmosphere 
interactions in PBL at the site and regional scales (Butterworth et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021; Paleri et al., 2022).

Figure 1. (a) Location of the CHEESEHEAD19 domain (blue square) in Wisconsin (insert map) and colored land 
classification map from the National Land Cover Database 2019 of the area around the CHEESESHEAD19 domain with 
three distinct University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) flight patterns (FPs) at 100 m (blue lines) and 400 m (orange lines); 
(b) 3D map showing the three UWKA FPs at 100 m (blue lines) and 400 m (orange lines). The red dashed square represents 
the study domain of flux towers, and the dots and a star indicate the flux tower locations colored by their land cover types.
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2.2. Airborne Observations

The airborne observations aimed to examine PBL responding to spatial heterogeneous land cover. The University 
of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) aircraft was equipped with a suite of atmospheric measurement probes, including 
wind, temperature, and humidity measurements up to 25 Hz to estimate turbulent fluxes (French et al., 2021). The 
UWKA used a high-precision geo-positioning system (Trimble/Applanix, model POS AV410) and gust probe 
to obtain 3D position and 3D velocity information, including horizontal wind speed (Wspd), horizontal wind 
direction (Wdir), and w used in this study (Haimov & Rodi, 2013). The rv was measured by a LI-COR LI-7000 
CO2/H2O analyzer. The sampling frequency of w and rv was 25 Hz, and the aircraft flew at a true air speed of 
∼90 m s −1. Net radiation (Rnet) data were also collected to provide information on theoretical maximum latent 
plus sensible heat fluxes. The UWKA also sampled 2D vertical profiles of water vapor, aerosols, and temperature 
below the flight level using a nadir-pointing Compact Raman Lidar (CRL, Lin et al., 2019, 2023; Liu et al., 2014; 
Z. Wang, 2020; Wu et al., 2016) and aerosols with the zenith-pointing Wyoming Cloud Lidar (Lin et al., 2021; Z. 
Wang et al., 2009) at 400 m height. Three IOPs with the UWKA were conducted during the experiment in each 
month from July to September (details in Table 1). The flight consisted of two 3-hr flights for each research flight 
(RF in Table 1), one in the morning (14:00–17:00 UTC; odd numbers in RF, using M as morning) and another in 
the afternoon (19:00–22:00 UTC; even numbers in RF, using A as afternoon). The flight times relative to sunrise 
and sunset differ in RFs and months (Table 1). Three flight patterns (FPs) were conducted in IOPs (oriented W–E 
for FP1; NW-SE for FP2, SW–NE for FP3 in Figure 1 and Table 1) based on a flux heterogeneity optimization 
approach (Metzger et al., 2021).

IOP (#) Date
Flight 

(#)
Time period 
(Mor, UTC)

Time period 
(Aft, UTC)

Sunrise 
(UTC)

Sunset 
(UTC)

Fight 
pattern

Wspd 
(m s −1)

Wdir 
(°)

Rnet 
(W m −2)

IOP 01 9 July M RF 01 1413–1616 1121 FP1 6.4 278 495

9 July A RF 02 1919–2119 2646 FP1 4.6 271 540

11 July M RF 03 1429–1635 1122 FP1 2.9 102 658

11 July A RF 04 1922–2127 2644 FP1 6.0 319 633

12 July M RF 05 1358–1606 1123 FP1 6.0 318 539

12 July A RF 06 1841–2045 2644 FP1 6.2 347 528

13 July M RF 07 1428–1631 1124 FP2 5.1 44 626

13 July A RF 08 1917–2115 2643 FP3 3.7 71 648

IOP 02 20 August M RF 09 1358–1611 1206 FP2 6.2 262 164

20 August A RF 10 1931–2150 2556 FP2 3.0 150 502

21 August M RF 11 1415–1635 1207 FP3 4.7 40 524

21 August A RF 12 1918–2137 2555 FP3 6.0 49 479

22 August M RF 13 1417–1639 1208 FP3 2.6 134 320

22 August A RF 14 1921–2146 2553 FP3 4.4 116 274

23 August M RF 15 1414–1637 1209 FP1 3.4 159 509

23 August A RF 16 1925–2145 2551 FP1 4.3 184 536

IOP 03 24 September M RF 17 1359–1635 1247 FP2 6.4 260 356

24 September A RF 18 1919–2139 2452 FP2 6.9 280 244

25 September M RF 19 1448–1708 1248 FP3 7.6 8 433

25 September A RF 20 1936–2152 2450 FP3 9.2 343 159

26 September M RF 21 1413–1634 1250 FP2 4.4 278 359

26 September A RF 22 1852–2114 2448 FP2 7.2 338 314

28 September M RF 23 1444–1705 1252 FP1 3.2 104 464

28 September A RF 24 1915–2134 2444 FP1 4.0 107 349

Table 1 
Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs), Dates (The M Represents Morning and A Represents Afternoon), RF Numbers and 
Times, Sunrise and Sunset Times, Flight Patterns, Flight-Level Winds, and Net Radiation of All IOPs
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During the UWKA RFs, the aircraft flew a ∼30 km leg at 400 m AGL (orange flight tracks in Figure 1) to sample 
the temperature, aerosols, and moisture profiles of the PBL with the CRL. The UWKA then flew a ∼30 km leg 
back at 100 m AGL (blue flight tracks in Figure 1) to measure turbulent fluxes at flight level. The 400 and 100 m 
flights were repeated 10 times in every RF. The 100 m altitude was the lowest altitude deemed safe to fly within the 
surface layer as the canopy height extended to 35 m. The choice of FP was based on the prevailing wind direction: 
the one closest perpendicular to the prevailing wind was chosen (Metzger et al., 2021). The flight legs extended 
an average of 10 km beyond the core domain to maximize data coverage under different wind conditions and the 
number of independent atmospheric eddies observed by the aircraft EC measurements. The 30 km flight legs 
captured enough eddies and mesoscale variation to properly compute eddy correlation statistics for fluxes using 
the wavelet decomposition method (Mauder et al., 2007; Paleri et al., 2022). Although the CHEESEHEAD19 
data set provided good spatial coverage but with limited temporal coverage (72 flight hours in 12 days, all with 
fair-weather conditions), it remains one of the largest airborne flux measurement data sets collected to date.

2.3. Wavelet Flux Analysis and Equations

2.3.1. Wavelet Scalogram and Variance

A wavelet transform can be used to evaluate the scale-depended contribution of atmospheric fluxes from aircraft 
measurements (Attié & Durand, 2003; Mauder et al., 2007; Paleri et al., 2022; Strunin & Hiyama, 2005; Vadrevu 
& Choi, 2011). The wavelet functions and analysis methods were developed for time-frequency analysis revealing 
localized information (Farge, 1992; Thomas & Foken, 2004). The wavelet analysis is a powerful mathematical 
tool that, based on the ergodic hypothesis, does not require data to be stationary at many different frequencies 
(Mauder et al., 2007; Strunin & Hiyama, 2005; Torrence & Compo, 1998), unlike other conventional methods 
such as a Fourier transform (Foken & Wichura, 1996). In this regard, the wavelet analysis is particularly suitable 
for aircraft data measured above heterogeneous terrain to calculate atmospheric fluxes on different scales during 
the CHEESEHEAD19 field campaign.

The existing wavelet methodology is expanded to facilitate space-scale analysis of the UWKA in-situ data 

from Torrence and Compo  (1998) and Mauder et  al.  (2007). The Morlet wavelet, 𝐴𝐴 Ψ(𝑛𝑛) = 𝜋𝜋
−
1

4 𝑒𝑒
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖0𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒

−
𝑛𝑛
2

2  , has 

been selected as the mother wavelet in the field of atmospheric turbulent studies, due to its good localization 
in space and frequency domains (e.g., Mauder et al., 2007; Paleri et al., 2022; Torrence & Compo, 1998). The 
Morlet wavelet is defined via a non-dimensional space parameter n in a discrete sequence x(n) with N data 
points, where ω0 is the nondimensional frequency with the value of 6 to satisfy the admissibility condition from 
Farge (1992) and Torrence and Compo (1998). The wavelet coefficients that used the mother wavelet take the 
form:

𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎) =

𝑁𝑁
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

𝑥𝑥(𝑛𝑛)Ψ∗
𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(𝑛𝑛) (1)

where a is the scale or dilatation parameter, b is the space or translation parameter, and 𝐴𝐴 Ψ∗
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

 is the complex 
conjugate of the mother wavelet given by:

Ψ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =
1

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
Ψ

(

𝑛𝑛 − 𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝

)

 (2)

The normalization factor p = 1/2 is used in this study. Application of the Morlet wavelet function used in the 
wavelet transform produces a complex number as its output. By squaring the transformed wavelet coefficients, 
the wavelet scalogram is obtained as |Wx(aj, bn)| 2 (Torrence & Compo, 1998). The scale parameter, a, relates to n 
in distance/time along the flight track while the space parameter, b, relates j in scale. The scales can be defined 
in terms of power:

𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 = 𝑎𝑎02
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
, 𝑗𝑗 = 0, 1, . . . ., 𝐽𝐽 (3)

𝐽𝐽 = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
−1
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2

(

𝑁𝑁𝛿𝛿𝑁𝑁

𝑎𝑎0

)

 (4)

where a0 is the smallest resolvable scale; δj is a nondimensional factor with a value of 0.04 that determines the 
spacing between discrete scales of the wavelet transform; and J is the largest scale. The time interval δt = 0.04 s 
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for the 25 Hz flight-level data, while a0 = 2δt is the Nyquist frequency in scale. (Torrence & Compo, 1998). The 
variance takes form (Hudgins, 1992):

𝜎𝜎
2

𝑥𝑥 =
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

𝐶𝐶𝛿𝛿

1

𝑁𝑁

𝛿𝛿2
∑

𝛿𝛿=𝛿𝛿1

𝑛𝑛2
∑

𝑛𝑛=𝑛𝑛1

|𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 , 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)|
2

𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿
 (5)

where

0 ≤ 𝑛𝑛1 ≤ 𝑛𝑛2 ≤ 𝑁𝑁 − 1 

0 ≤ 𝑗𝑗1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗2 ≤ 𝐽𝐽 

The factor Cδ is the reconstruction factor with a value of 0.776 for the Morlet wavelet (Torrence & Compo, 1998). 
If n1 =0, n2 = N − 1, j1 = 0, and j2 = J, the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑥𝑥 represents the variance of the flight-level data that is calculated 
as the sum over all scales because the wavelet spectrum of flight-level data is analogous to a Fourier spectrum. 
This study also uses the normalized scaled dependent variance to investigate the scale contribution and ignorant 
magnitude variations among flight legs.

�̂�𝜎
2
𝑥𝑥 =

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

𝐶𝐶𝛿𝛿

1

𝑁𝑁

𝛿𝛿2
∑

𝛿𝛿=𝛿𝛿1

𝑁𝑁−1
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

|𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)|
2

𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

𝐶𝐶𝛿𝛿

1

𝑁𝑁

𝐽𝐽
∑

𝛿𝛿=0

𝑁𝑁−1
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

|𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)|
2

𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿

=

𝛿𝛿2
∑

𝛿𝛿=𝛿𝛿1

𝑁𝑁−1
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

|𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)|
2

𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿

𝐽𝐽
∑

𝛿𝛿=0

𝑁𝑁−1
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

|𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)|
2

𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿

 (6)

The cumulated value of normalized scaled variance equals 1.

2.3.2. Wavelet Cross-Scalogram and Covariance

The wavelet cross-scalogram is similar to the scalogram and is defined as Wx(a, b) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
∗
𝑦𝑦 (𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎) . The complex conju-

gate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
∗
𝑦𝑦 (𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎) is the wavelet transform of another variable. Similarly, the covariance of two variables can be 

calculated via the expression:

cov𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

𝐶𝐶𝛿𝛿

1

𝑁𝑁

𝛿𝛿2
∑

𝛿𝛿=𝛿𝛿1

𝑛𝑛2
∑

𝑛𝑛=𝑛𝑛1

𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 , 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)𝑊𝑊
∗
𝑥𝑥 (𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿 , 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)

𝑎𝑎𝛿𝛿
 (7)

The covariance is the real part of the scalogram, which is often used in meteorology to study spectral contribu-
tions to turbulent fluxes (Stull, 1988). For example, the water vapor flux (g kg −1 m s −1) is the covariance of x 
and y as x equals w (m s −1) and y equals rv (g kg −1). This present study translates the water vapor flux into the 
LE (W m −2) by multiplying the air density and the latent heat of water vaporization. Similarly, the normalized 
covariance of two variables is defined by an expression of the form:

̂cov𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =

𝑗𝑗2
∑

𝑗𝑗=𝑗𝑗1

𝑁𝑁−1
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)𝑊𝑊 ∗
𝑥𝑥 (𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)

𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗

𝐽𝐽
∑

𝑗𝑗=0

𝑁𝑁−1
∑

𝑛𝑛=0

𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥(𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)𝑊𝑊 ∗
𝑥𝑥 (𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)

𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗

 (8)

To see the scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑦𝑦 contributing to the scale-resolved covariance, the scale-resolved covariance 
between x′ and y′ is calculated by the variance decomposition equation:

cov(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)(𝑗𝑗) = 𝑘𝑘 ×
2

√

𝜎𝜎
2
𝑥𝑥(𝑗𝑗) ×

2

√

𝜎𝜎
2
𝑥𝑥 (𝑗𝑗) (9)

where k is the normalized parameter to adjust the cov(x,y) with the same maximum value to scale-dependent covari-
ance distribution on the scale calculated by Equation 9. Note that the quantity cov(x,y) is non-negative, but covxy from 
Equation 7 is calculated by the real part of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤(𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 , 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)𝐴𝐴

∗

H2O
(𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 , 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛) , which could have negative values on scales.

The wavelet spectrum and co-spectrum depend on the scale-dependent bin size, but variance (Equation 5) and 
covariance (Equation 7) are independent of bin size, since they are normalized by bin size. Mauder et al. (2007) 
show examples of covariance calculated by the wavelet technique from airborne in situ measurements and 
scale-resolved distributions in their Figure 4. In this study, the wavelet technique is used to calculate and evaluate 
the 100 m flight-level scale-resolved distribution and temporal variation of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 for all flight legs 
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from the July, August, and September IOPs (Table 1). The normalized scale-resolved LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 calculated 

by Equations 6 and 8 are used to analyze the relative scale-dependent contribution from 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 to LE regard-

less of their values. The spatial scale is transformed by multiplying the time scale (j) by the mean ground speed 
(∼90 m s −1) of each flight leg for 25 Hz flight-level data.

2.3.3. Example of Wavelet Variance and Covariance

The wavelet method permits to allocate the information about flux contributions from the entire flight track 
to a specific subsegment of that track. We apply wavelet calculation to the same flight track of Figure 3 in 
Paleri et  al.  (2022) for comparison and to ensure consistent calculation (Figure 2). The wavelet technique is 
applied to calculate the wavelet power co-spectrum of LE (LEWT), and the wavelet power spectra of w and 
rv (Figures 2a–2c). We also calculated LE using Equation 7, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 (m 2 s −2) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 (g 2 kg −2) using Equa-

tion 5 with 100 m flight-level data for spatial and scale analysis (Figures 2d–2i). The hashed areas shown in 
Figures 2a–2c are the cone of influence (COI) where edge effects due to discontinuities at the endpoints become 
important. Since the wavelet decomposition deals with finite-length flight leg, errors will occur at the beginning 
and end of the wavelet power spectrum (Torrence & Compo, 1998).

Spatial variations of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 were calculated by normalizing power spectra and the co-spectrum with 

scale-dependent bin size and integrating the scale up to 8  km along the flight-track segment (Figures  2d–2f) 
since the integrated processes covering the full-range scale may introduce uncertainties by the COI. The 1 km 
window-averaged LE varies from 60 to 600 W m −2 in a 28 km flight track. The land classification is mapped out 
at the bottom of Figures 2d–2f. The spatial LE is related to surface heterogeneity, with the lowest LE occurring 
at 18 km over water along the flight track. The maximum 600 W m −2 latent heat flux at 9 km coincides with the 
cross-scalogram of LE power contribution up to 4 km (Figure 2a). However, the high value of LE does not correlate 

Figure 2. A sample wavelet cross-scalogram between w and rv in the result of (a) LE power; the wavelet scalogram of (b) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 power and (c) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 power illustrating 

the scale-resolved spatial contributions along RF02 flight leg 2 at 100 m above ground level. The (d) scale-integrated LE, (e) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and (f) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 along the flight tracks 

are calculated by integrating scalogram in spatial scales along the y-axis of panels (a–c), respectively. The spatial LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 are smoothed by 28-point average 

windows (100 m; blue lines), and 278-point averaged windows (1 km; orange lines) in panels (d–f). The (g) scale-dependent LE, (h) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and (i) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 are averaged over 

the flight leg between 2.5 < x < 21 km (within two vertical black lines shown in panels (a–f)). The cov(w, H2O) is calculated by the variance of rv and the variance of w by 
Equation 9. Hashed portions in panels (a–c) below the black line represent the cone of influence (COI) of edge effects. The vertical black lines represent the threshold 
of 2 km influenced by COI for the chosen flight segment to calculate scale-dependent LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . The colored land classification map along the flight track is 

shown at the bottom of panel (d–f).
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to only high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 or high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , but instead to the covariance of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . The 600 W m −2 LE at around 9 km is 

collocated with 1.3 m 2 s −2 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 0.12 g 2 kg −2 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . Neither 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 nor 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 is the maximum value in the segment.

The spatial variations (Figures 2d–2f) along the flight-track segment cannot resolve the scale contribution of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 to LE clearly. The leg-averaged scale-resolved LE (Figure 2g) reflects the importance of small-scale contri-

butions with values greater than 2 W m −2 in scales from 100 m to 3 km with a maximum LE of 14 W m −2 at 
∼0.4 km. The scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 with values greater than 5 × 10 −2 m 2 s −2 is between 16 m and 1.5 km within PBL 
turbulence scales (<2 km, Figure 2b). The scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 is concentrated between 200 m and 8 km with a peak 

of 3.2 × 10 −2 g 2 kg −2 at 1 km. The distribution of scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 between 200 m and 8 km could result from 

large-eddy circulations in PBL and mesoscale forcings. To see the scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 contributing to the 

scale-resolved LE, the scale-resolved covariance between w' and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣
′ [cov(w, H2O)] is calculated using Equation 9. Note 

that both the turbulent and most large-eddy scales fall in the inertial subrange for isotropic turbulence in the surface 
layer. The LE and cov(w, H2O) have almost the same distributions in the turbulent and most large-eddy scales. However, 
mesoscales up to 8 km fall outside the inertial subrange, resulting in a difference between LE and cov(w, H2O).The 
cov(w, H2O) is shown in Figures 2g–2i to compare the different scale-resolved distributions among LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 .

2.3.4. Wavelet and Eddy Covariance LEs Comparison

To examine the accuracy of airborne LE calculated by wavelet technique (LEWT) at 100 m, the flight-leg averaged 
LEs of 240 flight legs calculated by the wavelet technique are compared with leg-averaged LEs from the tradi-
tional EC technique (LEEC; the subscripts EC and WT are only shown when comparing fluxes between EC and 
wavelet techniques) (Figure 3a). Since the influence of edge effects by COI is generally larger toward the ends of 
the wavelet cross-scalogram (Figure 2a), a threshold of chosen segment legs is in the scale of COI greater than 
2 km to ensure a long-enough fight leg to sample mesoscale eddies and to reduce significant edge effects from 
discontinuities at the endpoints for wavelet LE calculations (i.e., the flight segment between two vertical black 
lines in Figure 2a). The traditional leg-averaged LEEC is defined (Stull, 1988):

LE
EC

= 𝑤𝑤′𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣
′ (10)

where w' and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣
′ are the w perturbation and rv perturbation from leg-averaged values, respectively. The same 

flight segment is used for LE calculations with the two techniques. The 2D histogram comparing traditional 

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of airborne flight-level LEWT and LEEC for all 100 m flight legs during all three Intensive 
Observation Periods (IOPs) (Table 1); (b) comparison of leg-averaged LEWT at 100 m flight level and LEEC at 122 m on the 
US PFa tall tower for the July IOP. The flight-level LEWT is represented by blue circles and flight-level LEEC is represented by 
orange squares. The 122-m tall-tower LEEC is calculated by the eddy covariance technique.
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leg-averaged LEEC against LEWT for the 240 flight legs, shown in Figure 3a, has a bin size of 20 W m −2 from 0 to 
400 W m −2. The wavelet LE is slightly smaller than the LEEC with a mean bias error of 4.85 W m −2, ∼3.2% of the 
total mean LEEC, and the root mean square error of 30 W m −2. The correlation coefficient (r 2) is 0.915. The low 
mean differences and high r 2 indicate reliable leg-averaged LEWT compared to the LEEC.

To further evaluate the airborne LEWT, the flight-level LEWT and LEEC at 100 m and the LEEC of tall-tower US-PFa 
at 122 m are compared (Figure 3b). The comparison of LE is only in July because the tall towers measured inac-
curate negative LEEC at 122 m height during the August IOP, while EC LEs at 30 and 396 m were positive. The 
LEEC in August and September have been excluded from the quality control process. The airborne LEWT compare 
reasonably well with the airborne LEEC at 100 m height and the one-hour averaged US PFa LEEC at 122 m height. 
However, the flight-level LEWT do not match the LEEC at the flight level and US PFa tower height. The difference 
between airborne wavelet LEs and airborne LEEC may be due to the fact that LEWT only consider the scales from 
8 m to 8 km. The US PFa LEs are one-hour averaged LEEC. The one-hour mean EC LEs account for a footprint 
of 10–23 km, given the 2.9–6.4 m s −1 averaged wind speeds (Table 1), while the airborne wavelet-calculated 
LE represents about 23–30 km spatial distance in 5 min. The tower measurements at a fixed point only repre-
sent a small area around the flux tower in the footprint flux map (Figure 12 in Butterworth et al. (2021)). The 
differences between the LEs obtained from the fixed-point tall tower and moving airborne measurements could 
be their different spatial coverages. LEs measured by aircraft represent contributions from local heterogeneities 
and mesoscale forcings (scales >2 km) from the 30 × 30 km 2 domain as sampled by aircraft measurements. The 
fixed-point tall tower results represent the smaller area around it and advected from the upper wind, compared to 
the wider area covered by aircraft measurements (Figure 12 in Butterworth et al., 2021).

3. Results
3.1. Surface Flux Variability Measured by Flux Towers

Seventeen ISFS flux towers provide continuous spatial flux records in the CHEESEHEAD19 domain throughout 
the campaign from July to September (locations in Figure 1). Surface heterogeneity influences the surface energy 
balance and resulting atmospheric responses in LE variations. The full-monthly mean (30/31  days averaged 
value) Rnet, ground heat flux (Gsfc), sensible heat fluxes (H), LE are calculated between 13:00 and 00:00 UTC 
(UTC—5 hours for Central Daylight Time or Local Time) to provide daytime fluxes in July, August, and Septem-
ber, since the latest sunrise and earliest sunset time were 12:52 and 00:44 UTC on 28 September, respectively 
(all sunrise and sunset time shown in Table 1). The spatial incoming available energy (Rnet + Gsfc) varied from 
425 to 290 W m −2 in July, from 350 to 270 W m −2 in August, and from 230 to 130 W m −2 in September in a 
10 × 10 km 2 domain (Figure 4). The LE varied from 235 to 85 W m −2 in July, from 190 to 95 W m −2 in August, 
and from 120 to 20 W m −2 in September. These spatial variabilities of fluxes in the 10 × 10 km 2 domain could 
come from the heterogeneous forested landscape, the topography of the surface, and atmospheric responses 
from surface forcing. This deployment strategy reveals the variation in surface and vegetation properties across 
the CHEESEHEAD19 domain. The tower-monthly mean of incoming available energy and LE decreased from 
July to September (the last column in Figure 4). The sum of incoming available energy exceeds surface H and 
LE, which leads to the energy balance closure problem. The extended 3-month duration of the field experi-
ment allows us to sample the seasonal shift in the surface energy budget partitioning as the study domain shifts 
from a LE-dominated late summer landscape to a greater sensible heat contribution early autumn landscape 
(Butterworth et al., 2021).

3.2. LE Variability

3.2.1. The Temporal Variability of Leg-Averaged LE

The leg-averaged LEs at the 100 m flight level reveal temporal variabilities. The leg-averaged LE is calculated 
by both wavelet (blue dots; by Equation 7) and EC (red squares; by Equation 10) techniques for every flight 
leg on both morning and afternoon RFs (Figure 5). The wavelet LEs are generally in good agreement with EC 
LEs through time. The RF-average LE ranged from 250 W m −2 (12 July M and 22 August A) to 50 W m −2 (20 
August M and 28 September A) (Figure 5). These spatiotemporal variations reflect different surface types, wind 
conditions, and net radiation variations with time (Figure 1 and Table 1). The mean values of RF LE indicate 
a decreasing trend from 210 to 80 W m −2 from July to September (Figure 5). In summary, the leg-averaged LE 
decreased from July to September, but the diurnal and synoptic variations of LEs cannot be ignored.
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3.2.2. The Temporal Variability of Scale-Resolved LE

The scale-resolved LE is calculated by Equation 7 for all flight legs to determine the scale contribution to the 
total LE over time and location. We examine all 12 days (Table 1), 4 from each IOP, each with a morning and 
an afternoon flight (Figure 6). The morning measurements include the first 10 flight legs, while the afternoon 
measurements consist of the last 10 flight legs in each day (Figure 6; separated by black dashed lines). The 
scale-resolved LE is averaged in each flight leg and is mostly between 62 m and 8 km as shown in Figure 6. The 
scale-resolved LE increases with time (leg number) as the total LE increases in the morning of 09 July, 12 July, 22 
August, and 24 September, while it decreases in the afternoon of 09 July, 20 August, 22 August, and 26 Septem-
ber. However, these patterns are inconsistent for all dates, indicating the significant roles of PBL circulation and 
mesoscale advection in controlling local LEs other than radiation. The daily temporal variation of total LE varies 
from 50 W m −2 (28 September) to 270 W m −2 (12 July). Although the total and scale-resolved LEs indicate strong 
temporal variation with legs, the primary scale is from 200 m to 4 km.

3.3. The Contributions of w′ and 𝑨𝑨 𝑨𝑨𝒗𝒗
′ on Scale-Resolved LE

3.3.1. Total LE Dependency

The scale-resolved LEs are composited at various total LEs ranging from 10 to 270 W m −2 in 20 W m −2 incre-
ments. The scale dependencies of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 from 7.8 m to 8 km are depicted in Figures 7a–7c. The 

Figure 4. The monthly averaged daytime (13:00–00:00 UTC) LE, H, net radiation (Rnet), and ground heat flux (Gsfc) from 
the 17 eddy covariance towers and the 17-station mean values in July, August, and September. The sites are ordered with July 
LEs. Bad data were reported for relative humidity measurements, thus, there was no LE available in July at site NW4.

Figure 5. The leg-averaged LE was calculated by wavelet technique (blue dots) with their standard deviation (orange shaded 
area) and eddy covariance technique (red squares) on legs. The orange-shaded areas represent the standard deviations of 
the LEWT within the leg indicating spatial variabilities. The fitted line shown as the blue line represents the trend of the 
leg-averaged LE in RFs from July to September.
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distribution of scale-resolved LEs with values greater than 0.5 W m −2 range from 200 m–1.5 km to 100 m–8 km, 
with the maximum scale-resolved LE increasing from 0.5 to 8 W m −2 as the total LE linearly increases from 
20 to 260 W m −2 (white dashed contours in Figure 7a). Compared to the scale-resolved LE distributions, the 
scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 with values greater than 0.25  ×  10 −2  m 2  s −2 is in smaller scale ranges from 50–700  m to 
16 m–4 km. The scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 distribution with a value greater than 2 × 10 −4 g 2 kg −2 mainly focuses from 

400 m–8 km to 150 m–8 km in scale as the total LE increases from 20 to 260 W m −2. As the total LE increases, 
the scale-resolved LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 distributions extend to broader ranges. For LE increases between 20 and 

100 W m −2, the total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 (red dashed line in Figure 7b) quadruples (from 0.24 to 1.04 m 2 s −2), while the total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 

(red dashed line in Figure 7c) remains steady (around 0.02 g 2 kg −2). The total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 is nearly constant between 0.8 
and 1.00 m 2 s −2 as the total LE increases from 100 to 260 W m −2. However, the total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 linearly increases from 

0.018 to 0.048 g 2 kg −2 from 100 to 220 W m −2. The characteristics of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 variations show the dominance 

of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 for low LE periods and the dominance of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 for high LE periods.

It is difficult to investigate the relative scale contributions of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 to LE due to their value and scale-range 

variations as the total LE increases in Figures 7a–7c. To address this issue, the scale-resolved LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 

are normalized based on Equations 6 and 8. The 50% value in the cumulative normalized scale-resolved LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤

, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 are marked as blue dashed lines (Figures 7d–7f). The distribution of normalized scale-resolved LE 

with values greater than 2% shifts from 120 m–1.5 km to 250 m–2.2 km as the total LE increases from 20 to 

Figure 6. The leg-averaged LE distributions on the scale (x-axis) and leg number (y-axis) for dates of (a) 9, (b) 11, (c) 12, and (d) 13 July; (e) 20, (f) 21, (g) 22, and (h) 
23 August; (i) 24; (j) 25; (k) 26, and (l) 28 September. Legs 1–10 are for the morning and Legs 11–20 are for the afternoon. The red-dashed lines represent the total LE 
(scale on upper x-axis). The flight legs cover distances between 25 and 30 km. The red-dashed lines represent the total LE.
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260 W m −2 (Figure 7d). In the meantime, the normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 with values greater than 1% range 
shifting from 16–800 m to 50 m to 2 km, and the normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 with values greater than 0.5% 

ranges from 150 m to 8 km as the total LE increases. The 50% cumulative normalized scale-resolved LE is located 
in scale from 420 to 700 m as total LE increases from 20 to 80 W m −2 and then maintains its scales at ∼700 m 
from 100 to 260 W m −2. The 50% cumulative normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 also has an increasing trend in the 
scale from 120 to 250 m as total LE from 20 to 120 W m −2 and then maintains its location around 250 m as 
total LE increases to 260 W m −2. The scale of 50% cumulative normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 is located around 

1.2–1.7 km without an increasing trend.

Based on normalized and cumulative values, the scale-resolved LEs are divided into two categories. The first 
category (C1) contains low total LE 100  m AGL flight legs (between 20 and 80  W  m −2), while the second 
category (C2) contains high total LE values (between 100 and 260 W m −2), as shown in Figures 7g–7i. The 
normalized scale-resolved LE in C1 is larger than that in C2 in scales ranging from 250 to 800 m, while normal-
ized scale-resolved LE in C2 is larger than that in C1 in scales ranging from 800 m to 4 km. The same pattern is 
observed in the distribution of normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , but with the separation scale at 250 m (Figures 7g 
and 7h). The distribution of normalized scale-resolved LE and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 are different for the two categories. However, 
the normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 has the same values from 8 to 800 m in C1 and C2. The cumulative normal-

ized values show the percentage of resolved scales in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 .

Operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems can use scale-resolved normalized and cumulative 
values to guide sub-grid scale parameterization. The highest-resolution non-hydrostatic NWP systems aimed at 

Figure 7. The scale-dependent (a) LE, (b) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and (c) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , and normalized scale-dependent (d) LE, (e) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and (f) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 distributions as a function of leg-integrated 

total LE from 20 to 260 W m −2; The distributions of normalized scale-dependent and cumulative (g) LE, (h) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and (i) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 for low-LE (from 20 to 80 W m −2) legs, 

referred to as C1, and for high-LE (from 100 to 260 W m −2) legs, referred to as C2. The normalized scale-dependent value is the scale-dependent value divided by the 
integrated value. The white dashed contours in panels (a–f) represent the normalized values (see color bar below). The red-dashed lines in panels (a–c) represent the 
leg-averaged scale-integrated values; the blue dashed lines in panels (d–f) represent the scale of the median LE scale (50% cumulative values).
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real-time forecasting approach a horizontal grid spacing Dx of around 1 km. For example, the National Severe 
Storms Laboratory Warn-on-Forecast System (WoFS) has been run in nested CONUS subdomains at Δx = 1 km 
(WoFS-1 km) during episodes of anticipated severe weather (Kerr et  al.,  2023; Y. Wang et  al.,  2022), while 
the Application of Research to Operations at Mesoscale model runs at Δx = 1.2 km, and the Consortium for 
Small-scale Modeling (COSMO) model runs at Δx = 1.1 km in parts of Europe (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2019; 
Dowell et  al.,  2022). In general, the effective model resolution is coarser than the Nyquist (maximum unre-
solvable) horizontal wavelength LNyq = 2Δx. Following the conventional assumption that modeled horizontal 
wavelength exceeding ∼6–7Δx = ∼3 LNyq is needed to adequately resolve a wavelike phenomenon (Benjamin 
et al., 2019; Skamarock, 2004), the smallest resolvable horizontal wavelength at Δx = 1 km grid model is 6 km 
(see also Chapter 11 in Lackmann 2011). The spectral distribution in Figure 7 indicates that the unresolvable 
normalized percentages are 99% in LE, 99% in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 96% in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 for the highest resolvable resolution of 6 km 

in the highest-resolution storm-scale NWP systems currently in operation. The scales of 50% cumulative normal-
ized values indicate LE and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 are dominated more by the forcings on smaller scales, compared to that in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . 

Thus, the unresolvable scale-dependent values driven by scales smaller than NWP resolution must be individually 
parameterized in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 in the NWP systems.

3.3.2. Temporal Dependency

To investigate the temporal variability of scale-resolved LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , the LE is composited on 20 flight legs 

from morning to afternoon in flight IOPs of July, August, and September (Figures 8a–8c). Even though the first 
flight took off at different times and the sunrise and sunset times varied in RFs of IOPs from July to September 
(Table 1), the same legs from all four RFs in the morning and in the afternoon in each IOP are averaged. The 
distribution of scale-resolved LE with values greater than 2 W m −2 becomes narrow from 120 m–4 km in July 
to 250  m–2  km in September, showing flight-leg dependent temporal variability in each month (Figure  8a). 
Similarly, the distribution of scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 with values greater than 1 × 10 −4 g 2 kg −2 becomes narrow from 

120 m–8 km in July to 250 m–4 km in September (Figure 8c). However, the distribution of scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 
differs from that in scale-resolved LE and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 , with values greater than 0.5 × 10 −2 m 2 s −2 observed in 32 m–4 km 

in August, but changes to 10 m–3 km in July and September (Figure 8b). Similarly, the monthly mean total LE 
and total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 decrease from July to September, but the monthly mean total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 has the smallest value in August 
(Table 2). The monthly standard deviations of total LE are 20–35 W m −2 indicating strong temporal variation in 
all monthly IOPs.

To investigate the relative scale distributions of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , the normalized scale-resolved LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 are calculated based on legs in IOPs. The range of normalized scale-resolved LEs is from 120 m to 4 km for 

values greater than 1% of the cumulative normalized LE (Figure 8d). The scale variation is shown as the scale of 
50% of cumulative normalized scale-resolved LE (blue dashed lines in Figures 8d–8f). The monthly mean scale 
of 50% of cumulative normalized scale-resolved LE ranges from 580 m in July to 670 m in September. In the 
meantime, the normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 distribution with values greater than 1% is mainly located between 
32 m and 2 km (Figure 8e). The monthly mean scale of 50% of cumulative normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 has the 
largest value of 260 m in August, and smaller values in July (180 m) and September (140 m). The normalized 
scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 with a value greater than 1% ranges between 200 m and 8 km in all IOPs (Figure 8f). The 

monthly mean scale of 50% of cumulative normalized scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 ranges from 1.06 to 1.43 km. Even 

though temporal variations exist in flight legs and in IOPs, the normalized scale-resolved distributions and mean 
scale of 50% of the cumulative normalized scale-resolved value change small in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , respectively. 

The primary contribution to scale-resolved LE should be in the overlap scales between 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 (32 m–2 km) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 

(200 m–8 km) ranging between 200 m and 2 km, which coincides with the primary scale-resolved LE distribution 
with values greater than 2% ranging from 200 m to 2 km. Despite the different scale distribution between 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 and 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 , the primary scale contribution between 200 m and 2 km from 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 to LE indicates large eddies in 

the PBL primary sources of vertical moisture transport.

3.4. The Contributions of Turbulent, Large, and Mesoscale Eddies on LE

3.4.1. Total LE Dependency

To better understand the scale-dependent impacts of w' and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣
′ to LE, the scales from 8 m to 8 km are classified 

into three ranges. Previous studies (e.g., Mauder et al., 2007; Paleri et al., 2022) used a 2 km threshold to separate 
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the scales between the small turbulent PBL scale and the larger mesoscale to isolate the mesoscale contribu-
tions to the total LE. Our analysis of scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 shows that the primary scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 occurs within 
a wavelength of 2 km (Figures 7e and 8e), which aligns with the PBL depth. Orlanski (1975) used a threshold 
scale of 200 m to differentiate between turbulence (micro γ scale < 20 m through 20 m ≤ micro β scale < 200 m) 
and organized eddies (200 m ≤ micro α scale < 2 km through 2 km ≤ meso γ scale < 20 km). Our analysis 
of scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 shows that the 200 m marks the end of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 scale contributing to total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 and the 
beginning of the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 scale contributing to total LE. Thus, the scales are divided into three ranges: 8–200 m 

(“turbulent” scale in PBL), 200 m–2 km (“large-eddy” scale in PBL), and 2–8 km (“mesoscale”) to explore their 
contributions to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O, and LE under different total LE values and IOP legs. Note that both the turbulent and 
large-eddy scales fall in the inertial subrange for isotropic turbulence in the surface layer (Stull, 1988).

The scale-resolved LE in the three scale ranges increases as the total LE increases from 20 to 260 W m −2, but 
the percentage contributions to total LE among the three scale ranges only slightly change (Figure  9a). The 
large-eddy scale contributes to the highest percentage of total LE, ranging from 69% to 75% (the orange dashed 
line in Figure 9a), followed by the mesoscale contribution (the blue dashed line), and the turbulent-scale contri-

bution (the red dashed line) is the smallest. The majority of the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 is found 
in turbulent and large eddy scales, accounting for over 90% of the total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 . 
The mesoscale σw contribution is less than 10% of the total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 . As the total 
LE increases from 20 to 100 W m −2, the turbulent 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 decreases ∼20%, while 
the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 in the large-eddy scale increases ∼20%. The 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 variations indicate 
the turbulent eddies transform to large eddies as total LE varies from 20 to 
100 W m −2. On the other hand, the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 is mainly found in the large-eddy 

scale and mesoscale, accounting for over 96% of total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , while the turbu-

lent scale 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 is only 3%–4% of total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 , which could be biased by the 

temporal response of the water vapor sensor.

To examine the scale contribution from the covariance of w' and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣
′ to the 

LE, cov(w, H2O) in the three scale ranges is calculated based on Equation 9 
(dotted lines in Figure 9a). The mean difference between cov(w, H2O) and LE 

Figure 8. As in Figure 7 (a–f), but as a function of leg numbers (y-axis) averaged monthly Intensive Observation Periods in July, August, and September.

Variable July Aug Sep

LE Mean ± Std (W m −2) 207 ± 35 133 ± 30 91 ± 20

Mean of 50% scales (km) 0.58 0.65 0.67

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 Mean ± Std (×10 −2, m 2 s −2) 92 ± 13 65 ± 16 97 ± 20

Mean of 50% scales (km) 0.18 0.26 0.14

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 Mean ± Std (×10 −3

, g 2 kg −2) 45 ± 9 31 ± 9 16 ± 8

Mean of 50% scales (km) 1.29 1.43 1.06

Table 2 
The Monthly Leg-Averaged Mean, the Standard Deviation, and the Monthly 
Mean Scale of 50% Cumulative Values in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
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is less than 10% of the total LE. The largest mean difference between cov(w, H2O) and LE is observed in the large-
eddy scale, accounting for 7%. The mean difference in turbulent scale and mesoscale is 3% and 4% of total LE, 
respectively. The most significant difference is observed in the total LE between 20 and 60 W m −2, particularly 
the difference of 15% in the mesoscale as the total LE ranges from 20 to 40 W m −2. Overall, the analysis of cov(w, 

H2O) revealed similar results to the directly calculated LE, with the majority of LE found in the large-eddy scale, 
followed by the mesoscale, and the smallest percentage of the total LE found in the turbulent scale.

3.4.2. Temporal Dependency

The contributions in different scale ranges to monthly IOP-mean total LEs are 
similar to the previous analysis, but temporal variations exist in legs and in 
IOPs (Table 3 and Figure 9d–9f). The temporal variations in IOPs are repre-
sented by standard deviations. The temporal variations mainly arise from the 
first two significant contributing scales, which are the large-eddy and mesos-
cale in LE (3.8%–4.4%), turbulent and large-eddy scales in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 (2.2%–4.7%), 
as well as large-eddy scale and mesoscale in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 (4.8%–7.8%). However, 

the least contribution to temporal variation is the turbulent LE (1.2%–1.5%), 
mesoscale 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 (0.6%–2.1%), and turbulent 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 (0.6%–0.7%).

3.5. Forcing Scales of w′ and 𝑨𝑨 𝑨𝑨𝒗𝒗
′ : Implications and Additional Evidence

Results above indicated that the scale forcings are different in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 to 

LE. The primary scale forcings are the large-eddy scale and mesoscale in LE, 
the turbulent scale and large-eddy scale in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and the large-eddy scale and 
mesoscale in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 . Couvreux et al.  (2005, 2006) investigated rv variability 

in the CBL with airborne measurements and LES and also found that the 
characteristic length scale of rv is larger than w. Both observations and LES 
indicate  the intrusions of dry free-troposphere air into the growing CBL. 
These intrusions generally lack negative buoyancy but they may interact 

Figure 9. The partitions of turbulent scale (red), large eddy scale (orange), and mesoscale (blue) contributions based on leg-integrated LE in LE (a, d), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 (b, e), 
and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 (c, f) sorted with LE from 20 to 260 W m −2 (a–c) and leg time (d–f). The red-, orange-, and blue-dashed lines represent the leg-averaged scale-integrated 

contributions (expressed as percentages) from turbulent scale, large-eddy scale, and mesoscale respectively. The dotted lines in panel (a) are the corresponding cov(w, 

H2O) averages in the three scale ranges.

Variable

July August September

Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

LE Turb (%) 10 1.3 7 1.2 8 1.5

Large-eddy (%) 71 3.8 70 4.4 75 3.9

Meso (%) 19 4.3 23 4.4 17 4.0

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 Turb (%) 45 3.0 41 4.7 52 2.9

Large-eddy (%) 48 2.2 50 3.7 44 2.8

Meso (%) 7 1.6 9 2.1 4 0.6

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 Turb (%) 4 0.6 3 0.6 2 0.7

Large-eddy (%) 55 4.8 54 6.9 52 7.8

Meso (%) 41 5.0 43 7.1 46 8.3

Table 3 
The Monthly Leg-Averaged Mean and the Standard Deviation in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , 
and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 in Three Spatial Ranges (Turbulent Scale, Large-Eddy Scale, and 

Mesoscale), Expressed as a Percentage of the Total
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with large-eddy circulations that transport the drier free-troposphere  into the 
lower CBL, and occasionally even close to the surface. Moreover, Couvreux 
et al. (2005, 2006) found that large amounts of dry air that are quickly incor-
porated into the CBL prevent full homogenization by turbulent mixing. Near 
the heated land surface, these dry air intrusions may become negatively buoy-
ant. The entrainment and/or horizontal advection could cause phase shift-
ing in large-eddy w and rv, leading to LE decreasing (Gao et al., 2017). In 
our study, the flight tracks at 400 m AGL with CRL measurements provide 
2D vertical profiles of rv to investigate the vertical rv distribution and trans-
port process (Figure 10). For instance, the 400 m AGL flight in situ data 
measured downward transport (negative flight-level w) of relatively drier air 
(∼9.2  g  kg −1) at the distance of 11.5, 17, and 18.5  km (Figure  10a). The 
CRL samples these three drier air parcels and shows that they penetrated 
toward the 100 m AGL (Figure 10b). The horizontal scales of dry and moist 
air parcels (PBL large eddies) sampled by CRL are a few kilometers, which 
is consistent with the return flight-level 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 scaling from 200 m to 8 km at 

100 m AGL in Figure 2i, indicating large-eddy and mesoscale forcings in rv. 
Since the time difference between the 400 and 100 m flight legs is 5–10 min, and the chosen RFs that are closest 
perpendicular to the prevailing wind, the rv at 100 m AGL between CRL and flight level data do not correspond 
very well by perpendicular advection. However, rv shows a shift of dry air (∼9 g kg −1) from 12.5 km for the CRL 
measurement to 13.5 km for the airborne in situ measurement at around 100 m AGL. Although lacking 2D w' 
profiles from the airborne measurements, variability in w' at smaller scales than 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣

′ is observed at 400 m AGL 
(Figure 10a). Moreover, w' at the 100 m return flight shows small-scale variability between 16 m and 1.5 km 
(Figure 2h) indicating the dominant turbulent and large-eddy scale forcings.

4. Discussions and Conclusions
The leg-averaged and scale-resolved LE show seasonal variations from July to September. The wavelet tech-
nique applied to high-frequency airborne data allows us to analyze atmospheric flux contributions from the 
turbulent scale to the mesoscale above heterogeneous terrain during the CHEESEHEAD19 field campaign. 
The leg-averaged LE in July was 250 W m −2 in a single 3-hr RF, decreasing to 80 W m −2 in September. The 
scale-resolved LE in RFs mainly distributes between 62  m and 8  km with scale-resolved temporal variabil-
ity. However, the general diurnal patterns of leg-averaged LE did not occur for all IOP days, thus highlighting 
the significant roles of PBL circulation and mesoscale advection in controlling local LEs regardless of radia-
tion. These temporal variations are related to the combination of differences in surface types, wind conditions, 
and net radiation as the aircraft samples in space and  time and require rectification and footprint-identification 
approaches for any mapping of LE using airborne data (Metzger et al., 2013; Y. Sun et al., 2023).

The contributions of LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 from three scale categories are quantified. The three main conclusions are 

as follows:

•  The dominant scale is rather short for w (32 m–2 km), longer for rv (200 m–8 km), and intermediate for 
LE (120 m–4 km), which depends on the covariance of w and rv. The scale differences could also be meas-
ured with the scales of 50% of cumulative normalized scale-resolved LE (∼600 m), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 (∼200 m), and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 

(∼1.2 km)
•  Most variance in LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 is found in the large-eddy scale (0.2–2.0 km), with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 containing substantial 
variability also in the turbulent scale (8–200 m) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

H2O
 in the mesoscale (2–8 km). The large-scale eddies 

contribute 70% of total LE and about 50% of the total σw and the total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . Thus, the large eddies are the 

primary sources of vertical moisture transport across the PBL. The surface forcing and boundary layer circu-
lations could drive the scale up to the PBL height (∼2 km).

•  The distribution of scale-resolved 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 is different than the LE and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 distributions, mainly in the mesoscale. 
The mesoscale contributes ∼43% of total water vapor variations, which drives the ∼20% mesoscale contri-
butions of total LE. The entrainment of dry air from the free troposphere, PBL circulation, and mesoscale 
horizontal advection could lead to observed significant mesoscale water vapor variations.

The large-eddy scale in PBL is not fully resolved by the current finest-resolution operational regional 
non-hydrostatic NWP systems with horizontal grid spacings near 1 km (Dowell et al., 2022). With a 1 km model 

Figure 10. (a) Flight-level rv (blue line) and w (red line) for RF03 leg 2 
at 400 m Above Ground Level (AGL). (b) Flight-level in situ rv and CRL 
2D profile of rv. The colored return flight at 100 m AGL is the rv along the 
flight leg in Figure 2, where the flight track is the same as this flight, but at a 
different height.
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grid, the minimum resolvable size of a feature is about 6 km (e.g., Chapter 11 in Lackmann 2011). The unresolved 
cumulative normalized percentages within scales less than 6 km are 99% in LE, 99% in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 94%–96% in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 . 

These high percentages of unresolvable scale-dependent values driven by scales smaller than the NWP resolution 
explain the continued needs for PBL parameterizations in NWP models for LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 , respectively. The 

results emphasize that scale-dependent PBL parameterizations are necessary to capture the complex nature of 
PBL processes.

Clearly, this analysis complements published LE variations on scales, which primarily present scale-dependent 
LE analysis and lack detailed scale-dependent vertical velocity and water vapor contributing information to LE. 
The different dominant scale distributions among LE, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑤𝑤 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

H2O
 need to be carefully considered in PBL param-

eterizations. Although the results presented here may be limited to the daytime PBL in the summer of northern 
Wisconsin, the methodology presented here could be applied to future measurements in other locations under 
different surface heterogeneities. The PBL will need to be parameterized in NWP models in the foreseeable 
future. Thus, results from other surface and dynamical conditions could be critical to provide data to improve 
scale-dependent PBL parameterizations.

Future studies should further explore the height-dependent scale-resolved LE and the impacts of w and rv on 
LE. The dominant scales of LE, w, and rv are height-dependent, as evident from airborne measurements and 
LES simulations (Couvreux et al., 2005). The w and rv in PBL are determined by not only surface evapotranspi-
ration, but entrainment from the free atmosphere, PBL circulation and depth, and mesoscale advection (Linné 
et al., 2006). Compared to flight-level in situ data at 100 m AGL, the dominant scale at a higher level could shift 
to larger scales as the surface influence becomes less, and stronger influenced by PBL circulation, entrainment, 
and mesoscale advection. Future analysis of CHEESEHEAD19 measurements at 400 m cloud be used to explore 
height-dependent scale-decencies although it is not possible to provide continuous height-dependency. By apply-
ing the wavelet technique to airborne in situ data collected at multiple flight levels, or, better, by combining 
full profiles of airborne Raman lidar rv data with Doppler lidar w measurements could effectively characterize 
the height-dependent scale-resolved LE. Further studies should also compare and synergize atmospheric fluxes 
between the airborne measurements and model simulations to improve the parameterization of the PBL fluxes 
(Hu et al., 2023).

Data Availability Statement
The UWKA in situ data and surface-based flux tower data are available on the EOL CHEESEHEAD19 website 
(https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/cheesehead). The land cover classification of NLCD 2019 can be 
found on the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium (MRLC) website (https://www.mrlc.gov/data/
nlcd-2019-land-cover-conus).
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